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Let those who love the LORD hate evil, for he guards the lives of his
faithful ones and delivers them from the hand of the wicked.
Psalm 97:10

Who is this man?

In Matthew 25, in the Last Days God will send the sheep to the right and
the goats to the left. This symbolizes that the evil world will be divided
and separated into two, the sheep who belong to the Lord and the goats
who do not belong to the Lord. That time is now: the democratic world
attends God as their Lord, while the Communist world denies God's
existence and treats religion as its enemy.

SMM, The Way of Unification - The Theoretical Foundation for the Unification of East and West and of
North and South in God's Providence - Sun Myung Moon - January 1, 2000 - Chapter 5. Communism and
the Two Wings
Greetings!,
After reading the firestorm of responses to Tuesday's email "FFWPU
Launches Investigation" it is evident that the FFWPU headquarters is not
interested to learn the identity of the mysterious man seen carrying Mother
in the photo. For that reason, we must accept the reality that the
investigation has been canceled...
Take the example of a response from Larry, a respected elder brother who
must have seen and spoken with Father face-to-face many times over 4
decades. Larry takes at face value the lack of the word "ALONE" in the
caption provided by Peace TV for Mother's February 25 speech (starting at
4:22), saying
"Nowhere in the subtitles does TM claim to have walked her 57-year path "ALONE." The "A-word" does
NOT appear in the subtitles."

Yes, Larry, ISN'T THAT THE POINT? Yes, Hak Ja Han told the Japanese Second Generation members
who had gathered: "I have walked this path ALONE for 57 years but there are 1200 of you."
She emphasized on purpose the word "alone," as was confirmed by a professional translator. She even
puts special emphasis on the word "Na neun" (which means I), followed by a short pause, and then the
term which is left out in the official translation "honja seo" (alone), followed by a longer pause, and then
she continues with "57 years..."
Larry expresses no dismay that he and other Westerners who do not know the Korean language
have been misled by the Peace TV editors. He is upset and frustrated with me for having raised the
issue!
It reminds me of the anger of leftwing progressives against those who dare to mention that recent terrorist
attacks have been committed by radical Islamists. They say such events should be described as
"workplace" violence or "firearms" events with no reference to the ideology of those who commit these
savage acts of terror while shouting "Allahu Akbar! ("Allah is the greatest!") They think peace will come

from feel-good speeches full of moral posturing rather than confronting reality.
It also reminds me of the 1970s and 1980s when True Father (remember the mysterious man in the
photo?), boldly tried to wake up the American people to the threat of international Communism and
mobilized brothers and sisters to help Ronald Reagan to become elected.
Liberals viewed President Reagan as a dangerous warmonger who
would lead the U.S. into a WWIII nuclear exchange that might destroy
much of the planet. Instead, because of Reagan's courage and
righteousness in confronting the Soviet Union and demanding that Mr.
Gorbachev "tear down" the Berlin Wall, the Soviet Empire disintegrated
beginning in 1989, and hundreds of millions of enslaved people in
Eastern Europe and the former republics of the Soviet Empire were
liberated.
Father's heir/successor Hyung Jin Nim makes similar effort every
morning during his 3 hour King's Report online broadcast to wake up
brothers and sisters to realize the grave danger that Korea currently faces. In the last year Mother speaks
often in her speeches about the trendy "Climate Change" issue while not mentioning the fate of her own
country. Doesn't her silence about this urgent issue tell you something?
Larry, standing up for what is true always comes at a cost, but Father showed us through his own life, not
just words, how this can be done. The truth is that you and many other Family Fed brothers and sisters
KNOW that something is deeply flawed in what Mother is saying and doing, with disastrous
consequences for Korea and the rest of the world. You know that she is lifting herself up by airbrushing
Father out of the picture, but you say nothing and lift not even one finger to help Father.
You watch as his words, clearly stated directions and life are changed or ignored. You are a very talented
writer and you could do ten times more than I to remind brothers and sisters what Father said and did in
his life. Larry, WHY won't you do that?
*******
May God bless you and your families! Sincerely,
Richard
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